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Executive Summary 

Price finally reached our expect SPX2112-2120 and the negative divergences that started to creep in on the daily TIs 

finally also took their toll over the past 2 days. 

The weekly charts of the SPX, DOW, COMPQ, NYA continue to keep us mainly neutral in either proclaiming a new 

bull or bear has started. These charts STILL need to soon proof themselves. However, TECH (NAZ, NDX) are 

deteriorating and SPX, DOW, NYA continue to fail at the SPX2100, 18000, 10,500 levels. Hence, we’re now leaning 

55:45 bearish vs bullish long term. 

Last week we noticed that market breadth remained low, while other indicators such as Money Flow and the % of 

stocks in the S&P500 above their respective own 50d SMA were neither confirming the recent advance. This was 

confirmed on Friday, as the S&P500 then closed down for the week; erasing all gains since our observations. Market 

breadth is now negative and together with related indicators has plenty of room to fall before more reliable buy 

levels are reached. 

Last week we stated “Hence, although SPX2112-2120 is certainly possible short term, we see warning signals 

intermediate term.” We got the short-term prediction correct and believe our insights in the intermediate term, 

further downside, are also valid.  

Short term we see a bounce develop first, targeting SXP2105-2120, followed by further downside to SPX2050ish 

based on symmetry. We’ll then need to see if we get 5 larger waves down, or only 3.  

Big picture wise SPX2026 is now the line in the sand. Either major 1 of primary V topped last week, or all of major b 

of Primary A. If SPX2026 will not get broken going forward, but the market continues to make new highs after a 

shallow pull to around SPX2050, we will jump on the bull band wagon.  
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Elliot wave update 

Over the past two weeks we were mainly looking for 

• a pullback at the least; either as a 4th wave down to the SPX2072-2087 [2087-2080] range followed by a 

5th wave up to SPX2114-2121;  

• or the start of a much larger decline over the next weeks [as market internals were weaking and negative 

divergences were developing]. 

Although the market had the potential to reach SPX2132, as mentioned last week, all the divergences were likely 

too much to overcome and SPX2121 was all we got. Nonetheless, not a shabby prediction from 2 weeks ago.  This 

week we thus got our ideal target and in addition, clearly completed 5 waves up from SPX2026 to SPX2121. See 

Figure 1. Based on symmetry we can expext SPX2050s with a break below SPX2090/2085. However, before the 

market gets there we should expext a short term bounce first to SPX2105-2115; see next page. 

Figure 1. SPX 60min chart: 5 waves up completed. Symmetry suggests SPX2050 target with a break below 2085. 
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In addition, to 5 waves up from SPX2026 to SPX2121, we also got 5 waves up from SPX2085 to SPX2121. Hence, the 

entire advance from SPX20226 can be counted as complete. Especially, because we can also count 5 waves down as 

complete from SPX2121 to SPX2090 -Friday’s low- see Figure 2 and Table 1. The 5 waves down followed the ideal 

wave-tracker targets to the T (all +/- 1p). Hence, we expected a short term bounce first followed by further lows. 

Based on standard Fib-retraces we should expect a bounce high of SPX2105-2115; Figure 1 and Table 2. 

Figure 2. SPX 10min chart: 5 waves down also completed. Bounce target 2105-2115. 

 

 

Table 1: Ideal wave tracker. All ideal downside targets reached.  

 

 

Table 2: Ideal wave tracker. Short term bounce targets; 50-76.4% are most typical.  
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Market update. 

The negative divergence in daily MACD and the Money Flow Index (MFI) we observed last week, pointing to a weak 

uptrend with less money put into; finally took their tool in the last two days of the week. Now all TIs are pointing 

down and the A.I. gave an initial ideal sell signal (orange dotted down arrow). Only a confirmed sell (like in late-April; 

red solid down arrow); will indicate further and more downside. Currently price found support at the SPX2090 S/R 

level, the upper black trend line, and remains above the 20d, 50d and 200d SMAs. Hence, still little harm done to 

the current uptrend. A break below the aforementioned trend line, is needed first to get more downside going. Next 

up is hen the purple ascending trend line that connects the February low with the May low.  

Figure 3. SPX daily TI chart. TIs pointing down, initial A.I. sell signal. Larger time-frame negative divergences 
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Week after week, month after month, price is still unable to move decisively above the SPX2000-2100 zone. No 

exception this week. The tentative negative divergences we observed last week in the RSI5 and the MFI, made us 

state: “A red week next week will confirm both setups (divergence is only divergence till it isn’t).” Well, we got that 

divergence confirmed this week. First support (on a weekly closing basis) is at the green up trend line: SPX2080. 

Below that and SPX 2050 comes into play (in line with the target from figure 1). Despite the negative divergences, 

the A.I. and MACD are still pointing up. Nevertheless, the weekly chart has thus weakened compared to last week. 

Hence, we repeat last week’s statement: based on this chart, and that of the weekly charts of other indices 

presented on the next few pages we still cannot proclaim a new bull has started. We need to see at least a 

breakout and close above the 2100 level (on good volume), and the market starting making new ATHs. STILL none 

of this has happened in at least 12 months. Last week we were 50:50 bearish vs bullish, now we are 55:45. 

Figure 4. SPX weekly TI line chart. Some TIs still point up, negative divergence confirmed. 2100 still strong resistance 
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Figure 5. COMPQ and NDX weekly charts: false break out? Negative divergence confirmed. Still in downtrend channel. 
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Although the COMPQ broke above the 

upper blue and purple trend lines, as well 

as the important $4900 level, red dotted 

horizontal line, two weeks ago, it fell 

below both this week; falls break out? We 

noted last week: “A [weekly] close below 

$4900 is bearish.” In addition, last week 

we observed tentative negative 

divergences on the RSI5, MACD-histogram 

last week. This – div got confirmed this 

week, including for the On Balance Volume 

(OBV) indicator (see Thursday’s update for 

an explanation). Please note that price is 

still in the long term black downtrend 

channel, but also in the shorter term green 

up trend channel; and –like the S&P500- 

hasn’t proven anything bullish yet. Albeit 

price is still above the 20w and 50w SMAs, 

the weekly TIs deteriorated this week. 

 

Similarly, the NDX is also stuck in two trend 

channels: the blue (long term) downtrend 

channel and the green (intermediate term) 

uptrend channel. In addition, also here the 

negative divergences among many TIs 

remain. Although the NDX didn’t really 

make a higher high, it shows upside 

momentum is weakening. Price remains 

above the 20w and 50w SMA, but a close 

below either (4355, 4420), can be 

considered intermediate term bearish. 
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Figure 6. DOW and NYA weekly charts: former still stuck in trading range. Latter still unable to break 10,500 

 

Last week we already observed how the 

weekly DOW chart had price stuck in the 

$17,500-$18,000 price range; for almost 

3 months. Nothing changed this week. 

Volume is still low and the MACD 

continues to stall, while the MACD-

histogram continues to weaken. (blue 

circle). In essence, nothing has changed 

this week. Bottom line: a break and close 

above $18,000 will be bullish and keep 

TIs pointing up. A break below $17,500 

bearish and turn the TIs south.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the NYA we also continue to see 

tentative negative divergences and price 

is still at the scene of the crime: $10,500 

which coincides with the 62% retrace. All 

TIs are still pointing up, but we need to 

see higher prices soon. Also, the NYA 

remains still some ways below its ATH, 

while the 20w<50w, 100w and 200w 

SMA; and the 50w<100w. Not a bullish 

set up (compare with 2014).  

As said last week: 

Based on these weekly charts, we 

simply cannot proclaim a new bull has 

started appears, and neither proclaim a 

bear market is underway. This market 

STILL needs to proof itself in either way, 

and the parameters set for the DOW will 

be a good guide. Added note: especially 

the weekly TECH charts suggest caution 

as they continue to deteriorate. 
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Market breadth. 

Figure 7. SPXMO ended the week negative, SPXSI negative divergence. SPXA50R did not confirm uptrend 

 

 

 

Since the SPX2026 low we 

mentioned the weak SPXMO, as 

it never reached levels >60; 

consistent with a sustainable 

rally. On Friday breadth ended 

negative and has plenty of 

room to fall before a good buy 

set up emerges. We also 

continued to warn “The 

associated SPXSI did give a 

renewed buy signal (green 

vertical line), but we find the 

similarities with August 2015 

and December 2015 to close to 

trust it with a full in all-buy.” We 

now have negative divergences 

and plenty of room for the 

SPXSI to fall before a much 

better buy set up emerges. The 

final reason of concern was 

“because the number of stocks 

in the S&P500 above their 

respective 50d SMA do not 

confirm the recent double top 

(red and blue dotted line)” That 

set up only got confirmed this 

week. Hence, our “under the 

hood” indicators suggest 

further downside can be 

expected and is easily achieved 

without the market getting 

oversold. 
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Miscellaneous 

The weekly VIX keeps finding support at the two ascending trend lines in place since 2013 and 2014. This tells us VIX 

–on a weekly close basis- keeps in general making higher lows. Not shown here, but that happens at the final stages 

of a bull market. We also observe that support at the shorter, steeper trend line, resulted in corrections; both 

“shallow” and steep; hence we should expect the same now. The current CPCE reading at 0.81 is high, but not yet at 

“bottom imminent” levels. Further downside is thus reasonable to expect before too many traders become too 

bearish (CPCE >0.90-0.95) 

Figure 8. CPCE ratio and VIX remain at very low but no real reversal in market price yet. 
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How to trade this? 

The hourly chart below shows the two main counts we track. Either major 1 topped at SPX 2121 or major b. Namely, 

we had an ideal 3RD or c-wave top at SPX2111 in April (1.618x extension); an ideal 4th wave retrace at SPX2026 in 

May (38.2% retrace) followed by a perfect 5 waves up to SPX2121, which however fell short of the ideal (red) 176.4% 

extension at SPX2132. Question thus remains: is this a b-wave trying to look as a 1st wave? 

Figure 9. Our two main preferred counts in yellow. 

 

In case of the major 1 count, we can expect a 38.2, 50 or 61.8% retrace of the SPX1810-2121 advance: SPX2002, 

SPX1965, SPX1929; respectively. We’ll have to monitor the decline to be able to narrow the downside target better. 

In the case of the major b count, we expect the market to reach around SPX1650 for major c. Simple. 

 

 

 

There are two other counts possible, both with the same resolution: more upside. We find these, based on the 

weakening weekly charts and weakening internals however less likely for now. 

Major b is extending and SPX2121 was only minor a of intermediate c; minor b is now underway targeting 

SPX2050ish. Minor c could then reach at a minimum SPX2150+ (c=a) up to SPX2200+ (c=1.618x a) 

Major 3 is underway and SPX2111 was major 1, SPX2026 was major 2, SPX 2121 was intermediate i and intermediate 

ii is now underway targeting SPX2050ish. Intermediate iii then has the same targets of SPX215-2200+. Major 3 would 

then reach SPX2300+.  
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All 2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 21, 2017 (100/100 Power) 
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